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Dear New York City Educator,

This year, all of us at Teacher Created Materials 

are celebrating 40 years of creating a world 

in which children love to learn. From our 

humble beginnings in a garage in Southern California, we have 

grown to a leading educational publisher worldwide. Thanks 

to our partnership with Sharzer Associates, Inc, we can bring 

high-quality educational products and services to New York City 

classrooms. 

This year's catalog is full of outstanding supplemental curriculum. 

In addition to our new year-long reading intervention program, 

Exploring Reading, and the second edition of Mathematics 

Readers, we're excited about the Classroom Grade-Level 

Collections we've created specifically for NYC educators.

Our goal from the beginning has been to create lifelong learners. 

We want students to be motivated and fully engaged in their 

learning. Forty years ago, we had a vision. And that vision is still 

at the heart of everything we do today – Create a World in which 

Children Love to Learn! 

Your partner in education,

Rachelle Cracchiolo

Founder, Teacher Created Materials
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Each kit includes:
 ◗ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each, 16–32 pages 

per book in print and digital formats
 ◗ Teacher’s Guide with easy‑to‑follow lessons
 ◗ Accompanying poems and songs  

in digital format
 ◗ Professionally recorded audio  

of scripts, songs, and poems

Reading Levels Pre·K–6 
Interest Levels Pre·K–Secondary
◗◗ Gives students a research-proven method for building fluency 

by reading and rereading both content‑area and common 
literature‑based texts.

◗◗ Scripts with differentiated roles help all students successfully 
participate in a proven reader’s theater model.

◗◗ Fluency growth is further supported through choral reading 
and authentic performances of songs and poems.

◗◗ Includes additional focus on comprehension strategies, 
vocabulary development, word study, and key  
content-area topics.

Songs and poems in print and 
digital formats support the script 

and encourage full-class 
participation.

Scripts feature roles written at 
different reading levels to 
empower all students to 
successfully participate.

Provides students with 
opportunities to learn how to 
adapt their speech, 
incorporating a variety of tasks 
for everyday use.(Applies to 
products on pages 58–62.)

12 1312 13

Narrator:	 Off	he	runs.		He	runs	down	the	path	
to	Grandma’s	house!

Act 2
Wolf:	 Oh,	what	a	nice	day!		Soon	I	will	eat	

Grandma.		Then	I	will	eat	the	little	
girl.		I	wonder	if	I	can	find	more	
children	to	eat.

Narrator:	 The	wolf	licks	his	lips	again.		He	calls	
out	to	children.

Poem: Boys and Girls Come Out to Play

Narrator:	 It	is	a	good	thing	there	are	no	
children	near!		They	are	safe	from	
the	wolf.		But	Little	Red	Riding	
Hood	is	not	safe.		And	Grandma	is	
not	safe.

Wolf:	 Oh,	ho!		I	see	the	house.		I	will	knock.		
What	fun!

Narrator:	 The	wolf	knocks.

Grandma:	 Who	is	it?

Wolf:	 It	is	Little	Red	Riding	Hood.

Narrator:	 The	wolf	lies.		Grandma	answers		
the	door.

Grandma:	 Who	are	you?

Narrator:	 The	wolf	smiles.		Then	he	opens	his	
mouth	wide.		Down	goes	Grandma	in	
one	bite!

Wolf:	 Yum!

Standards
Based

*Spanish 6-Packs available at www.tcmpub.com/administrators

Building Fluency through Reader’s Theater
Title ISBN Price
Grades 1–2 9780743900201 $316.67
Grades 1–2 (Spanish) 9781433300080 $365.75
Grades 3–4 9780743900218 $380.01
Grades 3–4 (Spanish) 9781433300097 $365.75
Grades 5–6 9780743900225 $316.67
Nursery Rhymes 9781433315770 $380.01
Nursery Rhymes (Spanish) 9781433333682 $380.01
Folk and Fairy Tales 9781433301629 $348.33
Folk and Fairy Tales (Spanish) 9781433303456 $348.33
Fables 9781433302893 $348.33

Title ISBN Price
Fables (Spanish) 9781433303463 $348.33
American Tall Tales and Legends 9781433309892 $369.45
World Myths 9781433311468 $380.01
William Shakespeare 9781433303470 $380.01
My Country 9780743905343  $332.50 
My Country (Spanish) 9781433322730 $380.01
Early America 9780743905336  $332.50 
Expanding & Preserving 
the Union 9781433305337 $369.45
The 20th Century 9781433305344 $369.45

See pages 59–62 for individual kit information.

Spanish  
Available!

12 13

Tailor 1:	 No	one	else	has	these	clothes.

Tailor 2:	 You	will	have	the	only	set.

Emperor:	 Tell	me	more!

Tailor 1:	 We	will	weave	fabric	from	special	
thread.		It	will	be	the	best	fabric	
ever.		It	will	be	almost	as	handsome	
as	you!

Tailor 2:	 Here	is	the	best	part.		Only	smart	
people	who	are	fit	for	their	jobs	can	
see	the	fabric.		You	will	know	who	
is	stupid.		Then	you	can	get	rid	of	
them.

Emperor:	 I	must	have	those	clothes!		Make	
them	at	once!		Servant,	bring	the	
tailors	all	the	gold	they	need.		Take	
them	to	the	sewing	room.

Servant:	 Yes,	sire!

Tailor 1:	 We	will	begin	at	once.

Act 2
Narrator:	 The	tailors	work	in	the	sewing	room	

for	days.		They	ask	for	fine	food.		
They	ask	for	gold	and	silver	thread.

Child:	 Those	tailors	work	hard.		I	see	a	
light	in	the	window	each	night.		The	
clothes	must	be	great.

Song: Pop! Goes the Weasel 

Emperor:	 Servant,	I	want	to	know	what	the	
clothes	look	like.		Go	to	the	sewing	
room	to	see	them.		Then	come	tell	
me	about	them.
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Each kit includes:
 ◗ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each, 16–24 pages per book  

in print and digital formats
 ◗ Teacher’s Guide with easy‑to‑follow lessons
 ◗ Poems and songs in digital format
 ◗ Professionally recorded audio of scripts, songs,  

and poems

Nursery Rhymes
Guided Reading Level A

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit

English 9781433315770 $380.01
Spanish* 9781433333682 $380.01

6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Little Piggies “This Little Piggy” and “Pat-a-Cake” 9781433327964 $45.59
Lost Pets “Little Bo Peep” and “Where Has My Little Dog Gone?” 9781433327940 $45.59
Ouch! “Jack and Jill” 9781433327995 $45.59
The Fiddlers “Old King Cole” and “Hey Diddle, Diddle” 9781433327988 $45.59
The Parade “Humpty Dumpty” 9781433327957 $45.59
The Stars “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” and “Star Light, Star Bright” 9781433327933 $45.59
Let’s Eat “Little Miss Muffet” and “Little Jack Horner” 9781433327926 $45.59
What Time Is It? “Hickory Dickory Dock” and “Wee Willie Winkie” 9781433327971 $45.59

Folk and Fairy Tales
Guided Reading Levels A–J

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit

English 9781433301629 $348.33
Spanish* 9781433303456 $348.33

6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Goldilocks and the Three Bears 9781433306105 $47.02
Hansel and Gretel 9781433306112 $47.02
The Emperor’s New Clothes 9781433306143 $47.02
Little Red Riding Hood 9781433306150 $47.02
The Little Red Hen 9781433306129 $47.02
The Three Billy Goats Gruff 9781433306136 $47.02
The Gingerbread Man 9781433306167 $47.02
The Three Little Pigs 9781433306174 $47.02

Fables 
Guided Reading Levels E–Q

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit

English 9781433302893 $348.33
Spanish* 9781433303463 $348.33

6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
The Tortoise and the Hare 9781433306181 $47.02
The Goose That Laid the Golden Eggs 9781433306198 $47.02
The Grasshopper and the Ants 9781433306204 $47.02
The Lion and the Mouse 9781433306211 $47.02
The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse 9781433306228 $47.02
The Fox and the Crow 9781433306235 $47.02
The North Wind and the Sun 9781433306242 $47.02
The Boy Who Cried Wolf 9781433306259 $47.02

*Spanish 6-Packs available at www.tcmpub.com/administrators
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Poem 

Jack and Jill

Jack and Jill went up the hill 

To fetch a pail of water. 

Jack fell down and broke his crown,  

And Jill came tumbling after.

Then up Jack got and home did trot 

As fast as he could caper, 

To old Dame Dob, who patched his nob, 

With vinegar and brown paper.

 Jack and Jill…

 I am Jack.

 I am Jill.

 Went up the hill…

 I am the hill.
1�

1�

Song 
Jack and Jill

Jack and Jill went up the hill To fetch a pail of water. 
Jack fell down and broke his crown,  

And Jill came tumbling after.Then up Jack got and home did trot 
As fast as he could caper, 

To old Dame Dob, who patched his nob, 
With vinegar and brown paper.

 To old Dame Dob, who patched his nob…

 What does nob mean?

 Nob means head.

 With vinegar and brown paper.

 Mom should have used a band-aid!

Incorporate whole-class participation 
with original poems and songs.

Lessons connect to content and literacy standards.

Spanish  
Available!

Spanish  
Available!

Spanish  
Available!

Support NYC  
K–2 Literacy 
Initiatives!

Support NYC  
K–2 Literacy 
Initiatives!
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Each kit includes:
 ◗ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each, 24–32 pages per book 

in print and digital formats
 ◗ Teacher’s Guide with easy‑to‑follow lessons
 ◗ Poems and songs in digital format
 ◗ Professionally recorded audio of scripts, songs, and poems

American Tall Tales and Legends 
Guided Reading Levels I–S

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit 9781433309892 $369.45
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

Johnny Appleseed 9781433312243 $47.02
Pecos Bill and Slue‑Foot Sue 9781433312250 $47.02
John Henry 9781433312267 $47.02
Molly Pitcher 9781433312274 $47.02
Paul Bunyan 9781433312281 $47.02
Sal Fink 9781433312298 $47.02
Davy Crockett 9781433312304 $47.02
Annie Oakley 9781433312311 $47.02

World Myths
Guided Reading Levels I–J

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit 9781433311468 $380.01
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

The Trojan Horse (Greece) 9781433317521 $50.34
Anansi (West Africa) 9781433317538 $50.34
The Frog Who Became an Emperor 
(China) 9781433317545 $50.34
Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl (Mexico) 9781433317552 $50.34
Vishnu (India) 9781433317569 $50.34
Romulus and Remus (Rome) 9781433317576 $50.34
Atrahasis (Mesopotamia) 9781433317583 $50.34
The Prince and the Sphinx (Egypt) 9781433317590 $50.34

My Country
Guided Reading Levels E–M

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit

English 9780743905343 $332.50 
Spanish* 9781433322730 $380.01

6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Building Up the White House 9780743906920 $45.59
Coming to America: The Story of the 
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island 9780743906937 $45.59
The Declaration of Independence: 
Fourteen Hundred Words of Freedom 9780743906968 $45.59
The Pledge of Allegiance: 
Poem of Patriotism 9780743906975 $45.59
The Liberty Bell: Saving the Sound 
of Freedom 9780743906944 $45.59
Camping Constitution 9780743906951 $45.59
Postcards from Bosley Bear 9780743906982 $45.59
The Star‑Spangled Banner: 
Song and Flag of Independence 9780743906999 $45.59

Spanish  
Available!

*Spanish 6-Packs available at www.tcmpub.com/administrators
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The 20th Centutry
Guided Reading Levels O–S

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit 9781433305344 $369.45
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

Child Labor and the Industrial 
Revolution 9781433305641 $47.98
Immigration: For a Better Life 9781433305658 $47.98
Women’s Suffrage 9781433305665 $47.98
World War I: In Flanders Fields 9781433305672 $47.98
The Great Depression: A Migrant 
Mother’s Story 9781433305689 $47.98
World War II: Battle of Normandy 9781433305696 $47.98
Civil Rights: Freedom Riders 9781433305702 $47.98
Cold War: Communism on Trial 9781433305719 $47.98

Expanding & Preserving the Union
Guided Reading Levels O–S

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit 9781433305337 $369.45
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

Lewis and Clark 9781433305566 $47.98
Remember the Alamo 9781433305573 $47.98
Narcissa Whitman and  
the Westward Movement 9781433305580 $47.98
Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce 9781433305597 $47.98
The Sojourner Truth Story 9781433305603 $47.98
Causes of the Civil War 9781433305610 $47.98
Civil War Hero of Marye’s Heights 9781433305627 $47.98
Reconstruction After the Civil War 9781433305634 $47.98

William Shakespeare
Guided Reading Levels O–V

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit 9781433303470 $380.01
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet 9781433312854 $45.59
The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of 
Denmark 9781433312861 $45.59
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar 9781433312878 $45.59
The Tragedy of Macbeth 9781433312885 $45.59
The Tragedy of Othello, the Moor  
of Venice 9781433312892 $45.59
The Tragedy of King Lear 9781433312908 $45.59
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 9781433312915 $45.59
The Taming of the Shrew 9781433312922 $45.59

Early America
Guided Reading Levels E–M

Title ISBN Price
Complete Kit 9780743905336 $332.50 
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

Voyages of Columbus 9780743907088 $45.59
Work or Starve: Captain John Smith and 
the Jamestown Colony 9780743907095 $45.59
Patriots in Boston 9780743907125 $45.59
Declaring Our Independence 9780743907132 $45.59
Friends and Foes: The Powhatan Indians 
and the Jamestown Colony 9780743907101 $45.59
Indentured in America 9780743907118 $45.59
The Reveres: A Family Forced Apart 9780743907149 $45.59
The Constitution of the United States: 
The Foundation of Our Government 9780743907156 $45.59
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Each kit includes:
 ◗ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each, 20–24 pages per book  

in print and digital formats
 ◗ Teacher’s Guide with easy‑to‑follow lessons
 ◗ Poems and songs in digital format
 ◗ Professionally recorded audio of scripts, songs, and poems

Grades 1–2
Guided Reading Levels E–M

Title Theme ISBN Price
Complete Kit

English 9780743900201 $316.67
Spanish* 9781433300080 $365.75

6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

Lucky the Firehouse Dog
Community 
Heroes 9780743903035 $40.10 

Moving Forward Immigration 9780743903080 $40.10 
Poetry? Yuck! Kindness 9780743903073 $40.10 
Many Helping Hands Family & Friends 9780743903042 $40.10 
Money Counts Counting Money 9780743903059 $40.10 
Webs of Beauty Patterns 9780743903066 $40.10 
A Garden in the City Environment 9780743903097 $40.10 
Amazing Animals Animals 9780743903103 $40.10 

Grades 3–4
Guided Reading Levels K–Q

Title Theme ISBN Price
Complete Kit

English 9780743900218 $380.01
Spanish* 9781433300097 $365.75

6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Two Flat Friends Travel the 
World World Cultures 9780743903127 $43.27
Grandfather’s Storytelling Storytelling 9780743903141 $43.27
A Teacher and a Friend Friendship 9780743903110 $43.27
Teaming with Mr. Cool! Teamwork 9780743903134 $43.27
The Mathematical Journey  
of a Lifetime Math Journeys 9780743903158 $43.27
Wigz Will Be Wigz Counting Money 9780743903165 $43.27
From the Sun  
to Beyond Pluto Solar System 9780743903172 $43.27
The Inventor: Benjamin 
Franklin Inventors 9780743903189 $43.27

Grades 5–6
Guided Reading Levels R–W

Title Theme ISBN Price
Complete Kit 9780743900225 $316.67
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio

Independence Trunk Responsibility 9780743903707 $45.43
From Independence to 
Oregon

Journeys and 
Quests 9780743903677 $45.43

Lillian’s Family Tree Heritage 9780743903660 $45.43
Remember Who You Are Express Yourself 9780743903691 $45.43
Anglezandria and the 
Golden Tri‑Scarab

Cooperation & 
Competition 9780743903714 $45.43

How Puzzling! Problem Solving 9780743903738 $45.43
Touchdown of the Wrong 
Kind Nature 9780743903684 $45.43
Little Things Matter Small Things 9780743903721 $45.43

��

Aunt:	 You	will	one	day	tell	your	grandchildren	these	
stories,	and	they	will	tell	them	to	their	children.

Uncle:	 Yes,	you	will	be	surrounded	with	love	from	all		
of	us	as	you	remember	your	life	through	
Grandfather’s	stories.

Boy:	 Grandfather,	will	you	please	tell	me	all	of	the	
stories	again?

Grandfather:	 I	will,	my	grandson.		I	will	tell	you	each	of	the	
stories	about	your	life	one	last	time.

Song: We All Have Stories

Grandfather:	 I	will	tell	you	the	story,	dear	one,	but	you	must	
listen	very	carefully	to	me	for	this	may	be	the	
last	time	I	tell	it.

Boy:	 How	will	I	remember	it,	Grandfather?		How	
will	I	remember	all	of	the	stories	you’ve	told	
me?		I	need	you	to	tell	them	to	me	over	and	
over	again.

Grandfather:	 Do	you	feel	this	rope,	Boy?		For	each	story	I	
tell	you,	I	will	tie	a	knot	in	this	rope.		Each	knot	
will	represent	a	different	story	of	your	life.		One	
day,	I	will	no	longer	be	with	you.		Then,	you	
will	hold	this	rope	and	feel	the	knots.		As	you	
do	this,	you	will	remember	and	be	able	to	tell	
the	stories	yourself.

Boy:	 But	how	will	I	know	which	knot	will	remind	
me	of	which	story?		There	are	so	many	stories	
about	my	life	that	you	have	told	me.

Grandfather: The	first	knot	will	remind	you	of	the	story	of	
the	night	you	were	born.		When	you	touch	
the	second	knot,	you	will	think	of	the	next	
story.		Don’t	worry,	my	grandson,	I	know	you’ll	
remember.

Authentic performances 
encourage full-class 
participation.

*Spanish 6-Packs available at www.tcmpub.com/administrators

Spanish  
Available!

Spanish  
Available!

Support NYC  
K–2 Literacy 
Initiatives!
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Our professional development is customized for the needs of New York City 
educators, and embeds best practices with hands-on application. Sessions are 
designed to give participants opportunities to immediately utilize newly-learned 
skills and strategies in classroom instruction.
Teacher Created Materials has developed 90-minute workshops specifically for New York City educators. Each 
session is jam-packed with targeted information to support professional learning goals, keeping educators on 
the path to success. See pages 137–139 for topics and session details.
Contact us today to schedule your next professional development session!

Professional Development

“The teachers were extremely satisfied with the professional 
development workshop, and rated it as one of the best and most 
beneficial that our school has ever had. Because of your expertise, 
we have excellent, teacher-friendly instructional resources that the 
teachers are using, and the professional development workshop 
was most memorable.”

Professional Development
Title Price
90-minute session pricing $1,500

Contact us today to schedule your session! 
Sharzer Associates, Inc. | 212-222-5721 | info@sharzer.com
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Each attendee will receive:
 ◗ Anchor professional resource and 

accompanying handouts
 ◗ TIME for Kids® Nonfiction Readers 6-pack with 

lesson plan
 ◗ Teacher Created Materials handy bag

Each attendee will receive: 
 ◗ Anchor professional resource and accompanying handouts
 ◗ Early Childhood Themes 6-pack with lesson plan
 ◗ Teacher Created Materials handy bag
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Creating Confident Readers 
Discover the importance of guided reading instruction and how this 
approach will help you develop strong, independent readers. 
Each 90-minute session will help new and veteran teachers alike utilize 
simple techniques and concrete strategies to implement the Balanced 
Literacy model. Attendees will also learn how they can makeover their 
reading routine with fun activities that will engage even the most 
reluctant readers, bringing the joy of reading with classroom-tested 
activities that build confidence with struggling readers. 

Professional Development
Title Price
90-minute session pricing $1,500

Contact us today to schedule your session! 
Sharzer Associates, Inc. | 212-222-5721 | info@sharzer.com

51519—Strategies for Effective Balanced Literacy 

© Shell Education

Footballs
Note: Copy and cut out enough footballs for each student to have at least one.

28
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© Shell Education 51519—Strategies for Effective Balanced Literacy 47
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Objective 
Students will use long consonant e spelling patterns to change short 
vowel sounds to long vowel sounds.

Preparation 
 1. Copy and cut apart the Hop to It! Note Cards (page 258;  

hoptoit.pdf), at least one per student. 

 2. Copy The Magic of E (page 259; magice.pdf) and cut out one 
square per student. Don’t forget one for yourself. 

 3. Tape a letter e card to the toe of your shoe.

Hop to It! T
he Magic of E

Procedure 
 1. Place the Hop to It! Note Cards on the 

floor of the classroom, spreading 
them out so students can move 
around easily.

 2. Find the card with the word hop on it. 
Have students gather around the card. 
Place the toe of your shoe so the e is 
next to hop.

 3. Ask students if anyone knows 
what the new word is now that you 
“hopped to it” with the letter e. (hope)

 4. Tape an e to the toe of each student’s 
shoe, and ask students to “hop” from 
word to word, adding the e to make 
new words. Tell them to say the words 
on the cards and then the new words 
they make by adding e.

 5. Gather students together and take a 
“walk” past each card, so you can be 
certain they understand the concept 
that adding e to a word makes the 
vowel long. Extend the lesson by 
putting the cards and letter e’s at a 
learning center for additional practice.

Differentiation: Have English 
language learners select a “magic e” word 
pair to illustrate. For above‑level students, 
use words that challenge them such as 
lob/lobe, crud/crude, dot/dote,  
fad/fade, glad/glade, glob/globe,  
grim/grime, grip/gripe, plum/plume,  
prim/prime, twin/twine, and slop/slope. 

✔✔ Assessment Check: Observe 
students as they make new words. Are 
they able to properly pronounce the new  
words with long vowels? If not, it may 
indicate additional practice or support 
is needed.

The reason e does not work with 
words such as have, glove, or love 
is that at one time in English, those 
words did not have the e at the 
ends. Then, scribes added the e at 
the ends of words with v—even 
though the pronunciation did 
not change.
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Hop to It! Note Cards

at bit can cap

cub cut dim fin

fir hat hid hop

hug kit mad mat

pet pin rid rip

rob rod sit stag

tap tub us wag
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The Magic of E 
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Engaging Your Youngest Students 
Learn how to help your youngest students build 
phonological awareness and early reading skills  
across key content areas. 
During this 90-minute session, educators 
will learn how to provide engaging, 
developmentally appropriate learning 
experiences. Educators will also learn how 
to incorporate cross-curricular connections 
that allow the youngest learners to make 
connections from what they are learning 
to their everyday lives.

Professional Development
Title Price
90-minute session pricing $1,500

Contact us today to schedule your session! 
Sharzer Associates, Inc. | 212-222-5721 | info@sharzer.com

Professional Development
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Helping Students Master and Enjoy Writing
Learn how to develop skilled and enthusiastic writers, and move students from writing sentences to writing 
paragraphs and essays smoothly with step-by-step strategies that yield results. 
During this 90-minute session, educators will cover a variety of writing topics, including setting up a Writer's 
Workshop in the classroom, teaching the 5-step writing process, implementing the traits of effective writing, and 
connecting writing to close reading, reporting, and thinking. 

Professional Development
Title Price
90-minute session pricing $1,500

Contact us today to schedule your session! 
Sharzer Associates, Inc. | 212-222-5721 | info@sharzer.com
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Real Audience (Purpose):  Students engage in the purpose motive 

when they write for a real purpose and a real audience. It may start in 

kindergarten as students make a grocery list or when they send a “thank you” 

note to a real person. The purpose motive follows the writer throughout 

school and into adulthood. 

Make it your goal to bestow autonomy, mastery, and purpose in your 

student writers, and watch their motivation to write grow. Don’t ask, “How 

do I motivate my students to write?” Both Donald Graves and Daniel Pink 

(2010) have given us the answer. Ask, “How do I increase each student’s 

sense of autonomy, mastery, and purpose as a writer?”

Switching Gears: From Marking Errors to Praise, 

Encouragement, and Support

It’s often the struggling writer that teachers find most diff icult to 

motivate, and sometimes we need to switch gears. It’s easy to look at a 

piece of student writing wracked with errors and think that the situation is 

hopeless. When you find yourself in this situation, turn the tables and look 

on the bright side. The following tips for motivating struggling writers 

demonstrate how little steps and positive thinking can turn things around.

Tips for Motivating Struggling Writers

 Ü Begin with a positive attitude. Envision success in your 

struggling writers. Be hopeful and excited about the impact  

that your manner, words, and teaching can have on a 

student’s writing growth. 

 Ü Praise and encourage. Often, struggling writers become 

easily frustrated as their peers’ accomplishments are 

recognized and celebrated. Be especially attentive to even 

the slightest improvement made by struggling writers. 

Provide frequent praise by reminding students how proud 

they should be of their accomplishments (e.g., “You must 

be so proud of your effort and perseverance”). Giving 

encouragement in an environment where all writers are 

valued will motivate your struggling writers. 

Each attendee  
will receive:
 ◗ Anchor professional resource and 

accompanying handouts
 ◗ TIME for Kids® Nonfiction Readers 6-pack 

with lesson plan
 ◗ Teacher Created Materials handy bag

Professional Development

Wild Weavers
Spiders have been spinning webs 
for 140 million years.  Different types 
of spiders spin different kinds of 
webs.  There are orb weavers, funnel 
weavers, sheet weavers, and more.

Orb weavers spin spiral-shaped webs.  These types 
of webs are commonly found in gardens, forests, and 
fields.  When prey is caught in the web, it is quickly 
bitten and wrapped in silk.

Orb Weavers
Funnel weavers spin webs in the shape of funnels.  The 
web is spun over animal burrows.  When prey is caught in 
the web, it is pulled into the funnel of the web and eaten.

Sheet Weavers

Funnel Weavers

Spiders hide under a sheet of silk, waiting for prey to 
fall.  When it does, the spider bites the prey through the 
web and pulls it under.  Later, the spider will patch up 
that part of the web.

1918
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Each attendee will receive:
 ◗ Anchor professional resource and 

accompanying handouts
 ◗ TIME for Kids® Nonfiction Readers 6-pack with 

lesson plan
 ◗ Teacher Created Materials handy bag

Each attendee will receive:
 ◗ Anchor professional resource and 

accompanying handouts
 ◗ Primary Source Readers 6-pack with lesson plan 
 ◗ Teacher Created Materials handy bag
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Enhancing your ELL Instruction
Accelerate both content and language learning for English 
language learners while meeting their diverse needs. 
This 90-minute session will help educators bridge the gap between 
content and language and put research into practice to instruct 
English language learners. Educators will learn specific strategies 
that meet the needs of these students in language development 
and literacy. 

53

Academic Language Output
Many of the SDAIE strategies we have learned and use can 

often be used as ELD strategies as well (refer to Chapter 6).  

When an instructional strategy is used to help content become 

comprehensible to students—that is, for students to make meaning 

of the information—you are presenting SDAIE.  When you are 

using a strategy to provide students with an opportunity to develop 

academic language—that is, to use language to share what they 

have learned orally or in writing—it is an ELD strategy.  Figure 

3.2 demonstrates how integrating strategies can result in making 

content comprehensible as well as helping students develop 

academic language.  Fig. 3.2  The Outcome of Incorporating Instructional Strategies

Make
content
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mp
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Develop
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language

SDAIE

ELD

Strategy

5

2
C
H
A
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R

Language Development

“The limits of my language are 
the limits of my world”

-Ludwig Wittgenstein, 1953

Language is powerful because it allows people to access 
knowledge. It is how we communicate and learn from 
others, it is how we make meaning from text and share our 

thoughts with the world through written and oral forms. Language 
is powerful because it connects us to one another. It connects us 
to our families, our community, and our friends. Language in its 
simplest definition has been defined as, “a body of words and the 
systems for their use common to a people who are of the same 
community or nation, the same geographical area, or the same 
cultural tradition (Webster’s dictionary).” As simple as this may 
seem, language is complex and for those of us who have tried to 
learn a second language or teach language we have experienced the 
complexities of language. 

Children have an amazing ability to acquire a first language 
quickly and subconsciously. Stephen Krashen and Tracy Terrell 
(1983) discuss the difference between acquiring language and 
learning language. They share that language acquisition is a, 
‘natural’ way to develop linguistic ability, and is a subconscious 

Professional Development
Title Price
90-minute session pricing $1,500

Contact us today to schedule your session! 
Sharzer Associates, Inc. | 212-222-5721 | info@sharzer.com

Professional Development
Title Price
90-minute session pricing $1,500

Contact us today to schedule your session! 
Sharzer Associates, Inc. | 212-222-5721 | info@sharzer.com

Engaging all Learners 
Learn multiple strategies to differentiate instruction and teach 
comprehension for all learners.
This 90-minute session was designed to help educators transform 
their classroom into a creative and active learning environment. 
Educators will apply research-based strategies that activate prior 
knowledge, improve decision-making and critical thinking skills, 
and improve important student discussions. 
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Ideas for Assessment

A rubric for performing a play could look like the following example. 
This example examines the content, props, and audience’s attention. A rubric 
could also analyze the costumes, facial expressions, voice, and facts.

Figure 7.2 Sample Playlets and Puppetry Rubric

Novice Apprentice Proficient Distinguished

Content The play is not 
related to the 
content at all.

The play is 
somewhat related 
to the content 
but does not fully 
explain it.

The play is clearly 
related to the 
content and 
topic and fully 
explains it.

The play is 
clearly related 
to the content 
and topic. 
Great detail 
is included.

Props Students do not 
use any props.

Students use few 
props to enhance 
the play.

Students use 
several props 
to enhance 
their play.

Students use 
wonderfully 
detailed props 
that extend 
the story.

Interest Students did 
not hold the 
audience’s 
attention at all.

Students held 
the audience’s 
attention through 
some of the play.

Students held 
the audience’s 
attention 
throughout 
the play.

Students 
captivated the 
audience at 
all times.

Total:  

 

Applying the Strategy 

Playlets and Puppetry can be used in any content area. Students can 
write and perform scripts to explain the angle measurements in math. 
They can write scripts to show ways to use vocabulary in context in 
language arts. In science, puppets can explain how cells move across 
membranes. Scripts can also be a retelling of an event from history.

Professional Development
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